The river meander geometry change is a process in the rivers pertaining to erosion on one cliff and river bottom in one side accompanied by sedimentation in the other side, it is becomes a threat to safety of river buildings. This research aims to build a useful empirical model for analyze discharge fluctuation change influence on river meander geometry changes. This model was constructed by considering sedimentation function E = f (Q, A, hb, O, S, rc, aand tand scouring functionG = f (Q, A, hb, O, D50, rc,  aand t ). By applying this model shifting vertical meander most progressive is in a cross section in 1992 to 2011 occurring shifting deep as 7.27 metres. The most progressive horizontal meander shifting occur in other cross section, in the same period horizontally shift towards right bank of 3.15 metres. The second progressive horizontally shifting meander occurs in a cross section, occurring shifting horizontally toward the right bank of 2.67 metres. Erosion process more dominant is caused by changes in discharge fluctuations.
INTODUCTION
Erosion and sedimentation process along river for long time will be change the river geometry. Usualy, change from straight channel to meander channel. This phenomenon become serious problem if along river has civil structure such as dams, bridges, and other civil structure. Therefore, it is necessary to predict the river geometry change based on erosion and sedimentation process. Base on previous research for meander sifting predict like: considering by shear stress parameters [1] ; Add oroginal data and develope on [1] and plot it into the graph [2] ; Consedering on catchment area, river dike material, height of embankment [3] ; Empirical modeling on meander migration rate by considering on discharge rate and river wide [4] ; Radius of meander curvatur and river wide [5] ; Average of flow velocity, river wide and hight of water level [6] ; began [5] and develope from research [7] ; Find migration rate nomber from relationship between raduis of river bend and river wide [8] ; Considering on cliff and bottom material porousity and water level in the river [9] ;Numerical Simulation of The Inception of Channel Meandering [10] , Deveope module for meander migration prediction [11] . Change of river geometry in all of researchs are closed related to the discharge fluctuation.The meander movement problem is not only the displacement place a groove of a river but prospects for all aspects of river geometry alignment vertically and horizontally. The movement of a meandering river is a process in the rivers pertaining to erosion at one cliffs and river bottoms in one side accompanied by silting on the other side. It is known with the term, instability geometry of a river who became a threat to safety of river buildings.
The damage from instability geometry river like this happening in river building among others oblique bridge, scouring on rubber dam foundation and the collapse bridge and sliding of the cliffs on the several segments. The amount of the discharge, resistance and with a characteristic flat topographically at certain locations causes river meander formation. At a meandering river river building safety threat become more real, movement meandering river faster than happened on relatively straight.
Some cases like slope sliding and the collapse bridge in Brantas river are impact of geometry changes or river geometry movement. To predict geometry changes or river meandering movement, an applicative model is needed.
METHODS a. How to develop the model Basic Principal on Meandering River Geomatry Change
The basic principle modeling of discharge fluctuation influence on meandering river geometry change is based on discharge change on arch river geometry. This process is shown in Fig.1 .
Condition 1:
In the straight riveror on angle = 0 o and    so the river still under balanced conditions between scouring and sedimentation, so river cross section is still in normal conditions. As seen in Figure 2 , the definition of these parameters are outlined as follows: a = meander amplitude rc = radius of curvatur W = river with  = arc anlge  = relative angle (0<)in each of arch Condition 2: On anlge  = 0 -conditions left bank eroded and sedimentation on to the right bank, socross section of the river look like in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . River bed on unbalance condition 0 < [13] Condition 3: After passing through this condition until accomplished cross section of the river shall be the opposite of the condition of 2.
Sedimentation and Erosion Equasion
The model was constructed by considering sedimentation function E = f(Q, A, hb, O, S, rc, aand tand scouring functionG = f (Q, A, hb, O, D50, rc, and t). [13] Exactly sedimentation rate perunit time (E) can be determined by follows equation: 
where: CG:scouring coefficient depend onandvalue Equation (1) and (2) called the KUN-QArSHOV equation.
The movement direction of each point on the river bottom is the horizontaly and verticaly movement of those points ofh and v are difference between E and G. It can be written by: h = h0+ (E -G) and v = v0+ (E -G). If h and v are positive then the sedimentation is occurs, and negative then erosion is occurs.
The Empirical Approach to River Geometrical Change
Empirical approach to river plan change in this research is a modification of discretize method [10] is developed from [9] . Discretize plan of river change in this research can be explained based on the Fig. 4 ., where the movement of river flow is drawn as a black solid line so shifted into brown solid line. The right bank move from node A to A', the left bank move from node B to B', the river axis drawn as black dotted lines shifted into the brown dotted line, the axis move from node C in the direction of C'. There were 1, 2,... up to n cross section researched on meander.
Figure 5 geometry river movment analyzed from each point movement on every cross section. Each point marked by (xi, yi) node, where i = 1.... n. every second discharge passing through those points. Each point will move to shift in (xi', yi') direction, the movement from (xi, yi) becomes (xi', yi') occurred the shift (xi, yi).Where xi is distance the horizontal movement of the point xi to xi' and yi is the distance point movement yi toward yi'. 
b. Modeling
River geometry changes and meanders movement are a function of: soil properties at the bank and bottom (D50); discharge fluctuation in the river (Q); sediment load (S), water level (hb), river geometry (A, O) and meander parameters (rc,,t). Establishment of the empirical model of river geometry change is based on two principal equations are polynomial equations derived from Lagrange interpolation [14] from cross sections river data and KUN-QArSHOV equation [13] .
c. Calibration Of The Model [15]
Considering simulation results coherenity against measurement data, it is need justification for sedimentation and scouring coefficient. From the balance value analysis of the CE and CG in the Brantas river meander in Mojokerto by equivalent value of CG = 1 obtained CE with relationship as shown in Table 1 . To get the applicative relationship between CE with  were made a graph as shown in Fig. 6 . for CELuar (sedimentation coefficient on outer cliff of meander arcs) and Fig. 7 . CEdalam (scouring coefficient on iner cliff of meander arcs). Further more simulation model is used CE and CG values obtained from this graph. 
Fig. 8. Brantas river hydrograph in Mojokerto 1992 -2011

Meander Parameter
This research was conducted in Brantas river meanders in Mojokerto with analyzed river geometry map. Meander curves at each bend of the river are marked with the notation R1 to R6. This map analysis is done to get the parameters meander. The results of the map analysis detail is written in Table 2 ., The length of the reviewed river is the measured segment along 6,380 m and meanders axis of 3,290 m.
In terms of river classification, the sigment of river is included in meander classification if the sinuosity number is greater than1.5. [17] . River segment in the research scope is include meander river with sinuosity number of 1.94.
Table 2. Meander parameter
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation model is the process running model that have been verified, validated and calibrated to get the description of the river geometry condition at the time [13] . Plan form of the river geometry changes by time step in accordance with the simulation results according to the data of the yearas shown in Fig. 9 .
Shows in Fig. 10 , the sumalation result in down stream of meander, cross section shape is balance, prediction results is smooth line. A little erotion were occured at the curved outward meanders. Unawareness between measurement data with the simulation result on left cliff caused by the water is often occur not reach to the cliff, shift of a cliff more caused by slope slidings. Meander movement direction is toward out side cliff of meander this is equal as output model on the migration module [11] also [12] .
The sumalation result in midle stream of meander is no good enaough shows in Fig. 11 . Indicating the existence of point bars that separates the river into two channels are iner and outer line channel. It is caused by the presence of the deposition from erotion resultsof the up stream meander part. In migration module [11] and other references have no nanalysis on seaparates river by sandbar.
The sumalation result in up stream of meander is good enaough as shows in Fig. 12 . Indicates the erosion occurs at the base of the iner of arch of the meanders which cause cross section form not balance between the right and left cliff. Erosion on the right side is greater than on the left, erosion transported and results sediment settles in the middle section of meander, leading to the sandbar.
Generally, erosion occure in up stream of meander in each of outer cliff, transportation of sediment occure in middle of meander and deposition of sediment occure in down stream of meander and in each of iner cliff of meander. This is equal as running result of phisical model [12] . 
